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	HAMBROOK TALES	-	THE EARLY DAYS

	I was born in October 1930 in the cottage on the corner of Sunnyside Lane, Father was one of a family of 10,  Ern , Ted , Frank , Gilbert, Winnie,  Emmie,  Doris, Gertie, & Meta , a family originating in Frenchay  in a house over the quarry,  and later in the cottages (the end one nearest the school) opposite the White Lion.  Grandmother Ford (was Alice Hutton) died in May 1929, and Grandfather (Harry) who worked at the Stoke Park Colony, about 1936, so I don't remember them. Mother originated from Staplehill, where her mother was the amateur midwife -no qualifications in those days.  She had two sisters Emmy and Ruth (who at the age of 12 tripped over a kerb in Staplehill, and as a result contracted a T.B. hip, was confined to a wheelchair for the next 12 years and died at the age of 24), and a brother Fred.  Uncle Fred was a postman and after the war his round, in a van from Fishponds, included Hambrook village and so we saw him most days. Grandmother Buckland was well known for making and selling faggots and peas from her house. My father put his age on to go to the great war in September1914, ever after he and my mother would argue about how old he actually was, he had a hard time, seeing service at Mons,Ypres, and Cambrai when the tanks first went into action, although he was actually in the Royal Horse Artillery.  As a result he was badly shell shocked and suffered accordingly for the rest of his life.    Shortly after the war he worked at Carson's factory at Mangotsfield, walking there every day from Hambrook, until he saved enough money to buy a bike, the sugar residues on the floor often rotted his boots which he could ill afford. After the depression of the mid thirties (when he drove a horse and cart occasionally for Mr Woods, the corn and seed merchant at the Grange just down the road) he was employed as a bricklayer by the local builder Simmonds and Son, working on the rapidly rising Frenchay Hospital.  Eventually when that firm went out of business he was taken on by the other local firm of Pendocks, then run by Harold Edwards, until he had to retire through ill health, bronchitis, as a result of gas in the first world war.
	During the Great War mother worked at Wathen and Gardeners at Staplehill .  The girls there would put notes in the pockets of the uniforms they made for the troops in France but I think she met father while walking in Vassalls.         
My sister Edna was born in 1921. how they came to live at Hambrook is a mystery, it would appear that a certain Ted Stiddard, not related to the family in any way, was living in the cottage on his own, and being very elderly invited my parents to live there with him to look after him.  He was still living there when I was born but how they managed, goodness knows, because there were only two bedrooms !  ----- (and we also had a dog, Rats)   Uncle Ted as I knew him, died when I was about two, and it would appear I was very much his favourite.
 My sister suffered very much from rheumatic fever and had very little schooling, going first for a couple of years to Whiteshill school, and then to  the  village school at Frenchay ; on the way local children passed the big house by Beck's Pool, it usually had a parrot on a stand outside, but the children taught it such bad words that they had to get rid of it!      At five years of age I started at Whiteshill school where the Headmaster was Mr. George Palmer, and the teachers were Miss Trotman and      Mrs. Stokes; the latter regularly brought her dog to school with her.   The attendance officer was a Mr. Cooper and after a few days absence he appeared on the doorstep to find out where you were!  Evidently on my first day at school I didn't think much of it and decided to go home at mid morning playtime.  In the classroom there were beds on the floor and we were expected to have a little sleep during the day.  Several of the children wore  ‘leg irons', these were iron rod and leather strap arrangements to strengthen legs as a result of bad diet causing rickets. In the hope of preventing this I was fed on 'Parishes Chemical Food' and copious doses of Cod -liver oil and Malt. Outside was a school garden, we were actually taught how to grow things, and also in the garden was a First World War machine gun, which we had a lot of fun playing with. The cane was used quite frequently to keep the older boys in line, some were caned for smoking, being cheeky to the teachers, and playing truant to go off with the otter hounds down by the river. The education system then was that at eleven years of age children took a selection exam for Chipping Sodbury Grammar School, and following a successful oral exam you were accepted as a pupil, and so I started there in the early days of the war. To us new pupils it seemed an immense place after Whiteshill although it was still unfinished due to the onset of the war. A schoolbus wended its way from Stoke Gifford via Frenchay  to the bus stop at the shop, where Elizabeth Hood, Elsie and Eunice Moors, and myself got on, then via Winterbourne, Frampton Cotterell and Coalpit Heath to Sodbury.  Passing through Coalpit Heath coal blackened miners from the pit would be seen on their way home as it was still in operation at that time. At the bottom of Winterbourne hill some of the big boys would jump off the bus and run up behind it as it ground it's way slowly up; the drivers got to know that and half way up the driver would manage to speed up and leave them far behind!    All the new boys went through an initiation ceremony, a washbasin in the toilets was filled to the top with cold water and the innocent victim's head was held under, he had been 'ducked'.  Most of the staff were elderly, the younger ones having gone off to war. The oldest was probably old Bert Horne, he had been called back to                                                                   
teach handicrafts at the age of 78, the school had been allowed to keep it's lathes as long as they did some work making small air craft engine parts for Parnalls of Yate.  Only the older more responsible boys were allowed to do this, Mr  Horne had a habit of saying  'contact' when he wanted a machine started, and this became his nickname.  He was always being caught out by having drills handed back to him hot end first!   On one occasion, our form room being the biology lab, we had a French teacher invigilating an exam, of course around the lab were various aquariums, one containing frogs. The silence of the exam room was broken now and again by one of the frogs croaking, eventually the teacher could stand it no longer and said '' stand up the boy making that disgusting noise''! there was then of course an eruption of hilarious laughter!  After five years  pupils sat for their Oxford School Certificate, and if you were clever you matriculated and went to University, naturally in those days not many did.  Children from Frenchay (around Pullen's shop) would walk to Whiteshill school every day, no transport then! On the way traditional games would be played in season-- conkers, marbles, kick- tin etc.  At the time of the abdication the children had a little rhyme which went ''whose that coming down the street --Mrs. Simpson, ain't she sweet, whose that coming up behind?  stickin pins in her behind '' not very rhythmic but topical.  For the girls there was Girl Guides and the Girls Friendly Society (G.F.S.)  which I believe was run by Miss Waller who lived in a little cottage, long since demolished between Andrew's house and the stream. There was very little else for children to do, but later on Mr. Harold Edwards did start a youth club in the old school room next to the chapel at Whiteshill. There was also a very good Silver Band conducted by Mr. Miles and on fine summer evenings they would often give concerts on the common.  On Sunday afternoons we would be sent to Sunday School, usually to St. Elizabeth's; and sometimes to the chapel on Whiteshill common, this was more so to give parents a bit of peace after dinner than a need for religion. It also meant that we could go on the annual  charabanc trip to Weston, the highlight of the year,  and sometimes you were awarded a book as a prize for something or other.  At Whiteshill common, near where the club is now, Mr. Kilby had a little shed cum shop, and he would open on Sunday afternoons so that we could spend our collection money there.
	Sturdens Lane started at St. Elizabeth's at the side of Dr. Hubbard's wall, opposite Sandy's, and was a narrow lane to Pye Corner, in season a mass of wild flowers and bluebells, and in the Autumn plenty of hazel nuts; it is now a main road.  In the Spring many cyclists appeared from town to pick the bluebells  and returned with great bundles slung over their handlebars, drooping, dying.   Opposite Sandy's was quite an open area, a favourite parking spot for the steam roller at the end of the day; Tommy Brooks would bank up its fire, pull the tarpaulin round and leave it there sizzling away all night, surrounded by a lovely smell of smoke and hot oil. Evidently many years before when one was left similarly on Frenchay Common my father was playing around on it and set the motion going, there being enough steam pressure there to turn it over and set the fly wheel running, the driver had to be sent for from Chipping Sodbury to come over on his bike to stop it. 
	Summer Sunday evenings usually meant a walk through the fields and back through Fishers, or down through Bantam's Grove and on to the Crown where most of the locals gathered. My mother enjoyed her cider (very strong and slightly green) no wonder it was  called rough!  There was a bus service to and from the Centre, it was the No 26 to Frampton Cotterell, interspersed with a service to Dursley, sometimes it could be quite difficult to get on at Hambrook.  In later years there was a service that                                                             
	Terminated at Frenchay and sometimes to be sure of a bus it was better to walk there.  About 1935 just before the depression father had work as a handyman- gardener at Clifton Theological College where Aunty Winnie was housekeeper and cook, and Aunty Gerty was a servant. Sometimes he would take me there on his bicycle, a little seat fixed on the crossbar for me to sit on.  My sister had stayed there when I was born and was surprised to find a baby brother when she returned home!   Winnie was a good cook and there was always some surplus food sent home for us. The depression of the mid 30's hit the family badly, and like many others father was unemployed, but he did have a little work driving a horse and cart for Mr. Wood the hay, corn, and seed merchant at the Grange, just down the road, the shed had large bins full of maize, corn, wheat, and other poultry foods. It was nice to sometimes eat the sweet tasting cattle cake. Mrs. Wood was an invalid, she had very bad leg ulcers which would never heal and mother would go there to do some of the housework, sometimes I would have dinner there, and not liking meat in those days, there were always two lovely spaniels under the table that I could slip unwanted pieces to when no one was looking.  They kept a lot of poultry and there was always a big boiler full of potato peelings and bran cooking away for mash to feed them, the smell was unforgettable.  I remember that the water supply was from a pump in the outhouse, and the privy (an old earth closet) was a three hole arrangement.  One day when I was quite small and playing in the paddock, a cockerel started to chase me, Mrs Wood picked up a stick and hit the bird so hard that its head went one way and the body kept running around for quite a long time  the other!  When Mrs Wood eventually died my mother ' ‘laid’ her out---- a service she did for quite a few of the villagers.                                                  

                                                     VILLAGE  LIFE

	The village shop at that time was kept by  "German Harrison "  I believe he was called this because he was very mean, you would never get an extra sweet there!   At dinner closing time the bell in the belfry over the shop would be rung as a warning.  Milk was brought round by 'Tank' Emery on a horse drawn milk float, the churns had metal  measures hooked on their sides; or you could go up to Flux's farm (where the ring road traffic lights are now) and have it fresh from the cow, it was fascinating to see the warm milk running down the corrugated metal milk cooler, and in the dairy was a wire mesh fly trap which appeared to work very successfully. Bread was delivered by horse van from Baber's at Frenchay, but most people had fresh baked bread from Turner's Bakery. Mr Doug Turner could be seen there wielding the long wooden paddle getting hot loaves from the oven, they were then put on what was an open wall outside the bakery to cool----- I'm afraid we would occasionally pinch one and take it up into the field at the back to eat. Mr. Hood's thriving market garden at the side of St. Elizabeth's provided excellent fresh vegetables for those requiring them, but most were taken to market on his horse and cart, many people had gardens and grew their own, and there were large allotments further up Sturden's Lane, we had one and the strawberries from there were delicious. In the autumn there was always a visit from ‘Johnny Onions’. A Frenchman complete with beret, pushed a bicycle laden with strings of onions plaited together, around the village hoping someone would buy some, several of these French people came over from France every year and became familiar figures. 
	Hardware and ironmongery was provided by two mobile shops, Draisey's of Winterbourne and Kethro of Hanham, they had a regular stopping place and time at various places in the village, from them you could get everything from a packet of pins to a gallon of paraffin. Occasionally a traveller would appear on the doorstep, open his big case and display all kinds of fancy ribbons and fripperies and it was usually hard to get rid of him until you had bought something. The Post Office was next to Turner's bakery and was kept by two old maids ---the Miss Goods, and here was also to be found the village telephone box--- which I believe was on the manual exchange at Frenchay Post Office.  At the Stream opposite one could often see one of George's Breweries steam lorries taking on water to replenish its tanks, and another frequent visitor was the Brooke Bond tea lorry, with a big chain and sprocket driving the rear wheels.  Just up the road where Pendock's is now was Mr. Pearce the blacksmith, the forge was knocked down when the road was widened; there was a yard full of old ploughs and hay raking machines and other old scrap items, and he could be heard banging away at the anvil.  In the rank at the back lived Bill Lever who did a bit of haircutting; just one style, very short back, sides and on top, for sixpence, enough to frighten one from barbers for life.  Petrol could be obtained from the two pumps at the little garage on the corner kept by Peggy Peters and her husband and there was also 'Jack's Garage' at the rear of Frenchay church, still there, different name. Also at Frenchay was the dentist, Mr  Hayman at Clarendon House, with his foot treadle drill and a smell of alcohol as he leant over you, it was enough to put one off dentist for life! Sandys kept the butchers shop and slaughter house, sometimes you would see a big bin arrangement on wheels full of blood going up to the allotments, it was used as a fertilizer.
	Old Mr. Sandy had the boy's comics "The Wizard "and "Hotspur" delivered every week, and after he had finished with them he would pass them on to me.  One day Dick took me into one of the sheds where he had some rabbits, took one out and killed it with a blow to the back of the neck, I could never understand why he did that.   The local doctors were Dr. Hubbard in the big house next to the Crown, and the somewhat more popular Dr. Crossman and his scotch wife Alice in the big house at the top of Whiteshill. The waiting room there was bare and musty surrounded by shelves carrying pots labelled with fascinating Latin names -----worth a fortune now! If you needed medicine he would mix it on the spot.  Most of the locals were in the Pioneer Sick Benefit Club for which  Billy Maggs on the common was the local agent, for a small sum each week you received a  payout if you were sick,  this was known as 'being on the club' and you had to be careful not to be seen as being fit enough to go around the village in case the money was stopped.  If you were ill with mumps, or chicken pox, or something similar, it meant six weeks off school, and several of those weeks you would spend in bed; while scarlet fever meant a spell in the fever hospital, and if you had diphtheria that could be the end.   There was always of course the Cottage Hospital on the side of Whiteshill, The average fee for a maternity case was 30 shillings hospital, and 30 shillings maternity fee.  Most people were assessed by the Hospital committee for what they could afford, and the Hospital depended on donations from the better off. I remember going in there to see 'Zulu' Pederick  a young friend who was very ill, in fact he died when he was only about thirteen.    On the side of the hospital plainly seen from the road was the mortuary (still there), and it wasn't pleasant to know that some one you knew was in there. In  1948 for some reason a young girl, Joan Salmon, who lived at the Stream and was only twenty two, drowned herself in the river at Fisher's.
	When I was in the shop one day one of the hospital  staff was in there,  and I overheard her say to someone that they always grew good tomatoes at the hospital as they put the afterbirths on them!   Being ill at home meant having a fire in the bedroom fireplace, and to do this my mother would carry a shovelful of hot coals from the downstairs fire up the narrow winding stairs without dropping any, -----instant fire-- no fire insurance then either. If a chimney needed sweeping Dick Maggs, my relation (his mother Elizabeth being grandfather Fords' sister) from Stoke Gifford would oblige.  One day after George Bracey had taken over the shop George asked Dick to sweep the chimney of the house, this was done but shortly after Dick was frantically called back, unknown to him the chimney was an inverted Y and the other room was filled with soot. 
	Mr & Mrs Anstey kept the Black Horse Inn, this was an old fashioned  pub where the barrels were kept up on trestles at the end of the bar, and there was also a skittle alley alongside.  Of the four children, Raymond was my particular friend, one day he did a very silly thing ---while playing at bows and arrows he fired it the wrong way and as a result lost an eye; he was fitted with a glass one and occasionally at school we would end up looking all over the floor for it.   The White Horse next door was a little more upper class, they had a wine and spirit license and it was kept by the Hutton family which was related to us. On Saturdays the local football team would change in the out- houses there and then run up the hill to play on the Common, where they were always sure of a good crowd to support them.  At that time there was just enough area of common clear for a football pitch, the rest was covered in gorse and broom bushes.  Frenchay common was better, very tidy and with a village cricket team playing in front of the church a really idyllic scene. We would spend quite a lot of time that way, but when walking there we were forbidden to linger at Beck's Pool, it was said to be bottomless, there was an apocryphal tale of a horse and cart supposedly having vanished there years ago!  Some of the locals were in the church choir, the organ had to be pumped by hand and occasionally the pumper would give up and let the organ dolefully run out of air.  A horse show and garden party was sometimes held in the field opposite Dove's Corner (now covered by the flats). Opposite the lane leading to Malmain's Drive {the village hall end} was a large wooden horse trough. On the way to Frenchay or Downend this was a good stopping place to sail little matchstick boats or catch the little red blood suckers.                                                               
 In the house on the corner of the lane lived the Butler family, their son David (knick name Daddy) was a friend of mine, his father was very keen on cinematography and took a great deal of 9.5 mm film of the garden parties and similar occasions, sometimes using some of the very first colour material available. He would then give a public show in one of the big houses, these films would be priceless if they could be found.  The Crown Inn was kept by Maurice Organ and his wife, and at that time it was only a beer and cider house. Mr. Organ would go off in a lorry to collect the cider, and when he came back he would be rolling around as well as the barrels!   On most Saturdays leaning against the wall would be a bicycle belonging to Totty Morton, and there would be a dead fox slung over the handlebars, what he did with them I don't know.  Outside the pub was a weigh bridge on which carts carrying goods could be weighed, it was fun to jump around on as it swayed under your feet; the Green with its finger post surrounded by a ring of stones was then quite a large area of grass to play on in the summer when parents were drinking in the Crown, in the winter the children were allowed to go into the kitchen with its large open fireplace.  Reminders of things to get, or do, were scrawled all around the mantelpiece with a piece of chalk.  My mother did the cleaning there and this meant getting down on hands and knees to scrub the woodblock floor; at strategic positions there were placed cast-iron, saw -dust filled spittoons.  At the side was a Bottle and Jug where children were able to get the family beer. It was supposed to be put in a sealed bottle, and one day the policeman saw one of the local children carrying an unsealed bottle and demanded to check -----he took a swig and it really was vinegar as the child had said!
	One of the local characters was Tom  'the Texter'  Walker, he had evidently been affected by the Great  War, and used to push around  the village (never ride) a bicycle which he had decorated for the Coronation with  red, white, and blue streamers twisted  around the wheels and frame,  they  remained the same for many years,  and there were always great bunches of wild flowers over the handlebars, a few of which he was always pleased to give you.  If you said to him ''what’s the text for today Tom?'' he would give you a relevant quotation from the Bible.  Another familiar character was Queenie Adams, like a little old apple lady she would be seen every Saturday watching the football on the common, or just wandering around the village. 
Quite often a tramp would knock at the door and ask for some hot water for his can, of course he expected to get a pinch of tea to go with it and they could get quite nasty if they didn't get some.  There was one old tramp with a big ginger beard, and he was known as Lavender, but he was almost a resident of the village.
Otters  lived in the river  and the otter hounds would sometimes meet in the meadow at the rear of the Black Horse Inn.  'The Grove' was the big house where the Mirehouse family lived, they really thought themselves upper crust and in the past 
	Mr. Mirehouse would try to stop people walking through Fisher's, the public footpath at the bottom of his land, he died in the mid twenties, but the family went on living there; it must have been a big  family, one of the earlier ones was a 'reverent  gentleman' and the late Mr. Mirehouse had been a barrister, the recorder of Much Wenlock.  Sometimes you would see old Mrs. Mirehouse peering through the main gates of the property, (now a hotel), she would always be surrounded by a lot of little yapping black Manchester terrier dogs.  Their daughter Ena was a very horsey type and could often be seen riding around the village in her hunting gear, often accompanied by a couple of Red Setters.  Occasionally the foxhounds would meet at the front of the big house at her invitation.  From Pye Corner  (known to us as 'Fry Tater Tump) came Kate Malpass, she dressed in very masculine clothes, tweed skirts and heavy shoes, and  was referred to as "the man oman"--(pronounced ummun).  In the little cottage opposite the Crown lived a little cripple lady, Mrs. Nash and it was said that that cottage had once been the village cobbler's shop.  Just up from Rock Cottage, underneath what is now motorway, was a pretty cottage and there lived Mrs. Mapstone and Bert, who he was I don't know, he was a little bit lacking, but he was always looked after by Mrs. Mapstone and accompanied her on her visits to the Crown.  Their garden was a real cottage garden, a mass of all the old fashioned kinds of flowers, and I was often sent there to buy a bunch which they used to sell for pin money.
                                         
                                                  NO.1 GROVE VIEW.                                               
                                                
	The cottage now known as Cherry Tree Cottage, probably the oldest in the rank, was at that time two cottages having been converted many years previously; our half was the 'outside' (lane side) with the door in the lane, whilst the entrance to the other cottage was via the front door and garden path. There were rear entrances to both via a gate at the rear in the lane. We shared the front garden, one half either side of the front path each. There was just one tap outside to the rear of the other cottage. During the winter it was swathed with old sacking hopefully to prevent it freezing, but long icicles would accumulate on it and sometimes a blowlamp had to be used on it, frequently the pipe burst. Our neighbour was Mr. Sam Huish and his wife Hannah, with their dog Nipper; they were a very elderly couple and had two married daughters Roselyn and Doris.  The old partition which had divided the house for so long was very thin and we always knew when their grandchildren Joy and Ann were there by the noise. In the passage just the other side was an old harmonium which they loved to tunelessly play, I was always pleased to see them as there were not many other children to play with. It was thought that at one time the house had been a public house, although the rooms were not very large. The fire place must have been pretty big, although it now housed an iron grate with a large oven on one side, and a smaller one on the other. On a cold winter night a brick was placed in the oven and when nice and hot wrapped in an old pullover and put in the bed, this, with a cat (Panda) which was always willing to be smuggled into bed as well, ensured a comfortable night.  Across the top of the fireplace was a big wooden beam, and whenever there was a roaring fire going, as there frequently was, my mother was afraid of it catching fire, I wonder if it is still up in there? It was lovely to hear a kettle singing on the hob, and see a strapper on the bar (this was a flake of soot blowing in the draught and signified that a stranger was likely to call).  Up in the chimney was an iron bar with a hook on it ---supposed to have been for smoking bacon or maybe hanging a pot.                                                                      
Each side of the fireplace was a big cupboard, the one on the right held the winter stock of potatoes, and the upper one of the two on the left was always used by the many cats to rear their families.  It fell to my sister to drown the unwanted progeny, but after she married and left us, I had to do it. Put in an old stocking, and tied to a big stone, and then dropped into a big bucket of water, ---after the first time I could never do it again.   There were usually two or three pet cats and it was said that when I was quite young I had pushed a small kitten out of the front bedroom window, it landed harmlessly on the front garden, still the cat had it's revenge as later while playing with one I fell off the table and broke my arm, it did not knit properly and it had to be reset.  The old cat Panda developed a trick of jumping up and hooking a paw through the door handle and tapping on the catch until it opened to let the others out.  There was no electricity installed until almost the mid thirties,and so all cooking was done on the fire, and lighting was by oil lamps, I remember cigarettes being lit by just drawing on them over the chimney of the lamp.
	The first bulbs fitted were only forty watts, because they were so bright after the oil lamps, and there were white lamp shades like chinamen's hats. The wiring was done by my Uncle Ern who was an electrician at Stoke Park Colony.  This was a big home for mentally handicapped children, some of them were terrible cases, occasionally they could be seen walking through the village in a long crocodile line enjoying a rare treat of a walk.  We had a wireless which was battery powered and you could guarantee that the batteries would run down at an interesting point in the program, the accumulator had to be taken up to Pullin's to be recharged.This accumulator was a square glass container with lead plates and sulphuric acid inside, so they had to be carefully carried. There were two other batteries, a large expensive H.T. battery composed of many cells giving 120 Volts, and a 9 Volt grid bias battery.  The receivers were not very sensitive and required a long aerial brought in through the window frame with a big insulator, a lot of them had a 'reaction' control and if this was not properly adjusted it interfered with other radios in the vicinity. I remember once when the wireless broke down dad got Mr. Medlock from up the lane to 'have a look at it', I don't know why as he knew no more than father did!   At that time the village expert on radios was Dann'l Maggs on Whiteshill common, and he fixed them for many years to come.  There was only one clock in the house, a big old American one -- the usual clock in the house of that day, it had a very loud chime and mother used to listen for that to know when to get up.   With no water in the house bath-time was a problem, in the corner of the back kitchen was a large copper which had to be filled by hand from the tap outside, and a fire lit underneath, then the tin bath was taken off the wall and a few inches of water ladled in with a big saucepan--- no good soaking then. Both cottages had their own earth closet privies out side, ours was across the yard at the rear, not funny on a cold night but I did learn a lot about the night sky, sat there on a starry night with the door open. Behind the door were the usual sheets from the Sunday newspaper hanging on a string  (usually the 'News of the World'); most of the Sunday papers these days are only fit for that ! When the pile below started to tickle your bottom then it was time for it to be emptied; on the roof of the privy was kept an old, very big, cast iron saucepan on a pole, a trench was dug lower down the garden and the privy contents were scooped out and deposited therein---- you always knew when neighbors for miles around were having theirs emptied, worse than when the farmers were spreading pig manure on their land,  (and people kid themselves they live in the country now!).  One day when I was quite small, after the trench had been filled in I decided to walk over it --you can imagine the result, I was not popular---but we used to get some excellent strawberries.   The garden had black and red currant bushes, also a lot of gooseberry bushes all round the edges, the fruit of which my mother used to pick in season and sell locally for a little pin money.  The rest of the garden with the allotment kept us in vegetables for most of the year.  Some of the fruit was made into wine, a big old crock in the back kitchen bubbling away, on the surface a piece of toast spread with yeast obtained from Mr. Turner the baker, and the result pretty potent!
	We did not get on to a sewer until the mid fifties  when the cottages were  auctioned and were bought by Vernon Cottle, an amateur motor cycle racer; by then a sewer had been laid up the lane and he put a flush lavatory into the old outside privy---luxury!  After a few years he decided he would like the two cottages to be one again, and started to give us a lot of hassle, but my parents stayed there until 1959 when I married, and they moved up to Sturden Lane to housekeep for Bob Saunders.  Vernon Cottle was killed shortly after racing his Vincent Black Shadow on the Continent.   In the early thirties the cottages were owned by Isabell Ludwell who lived in the house down the road on the left just before the White Horse (now known as Riverside).   Each week I had to take the rent there (I think it was about 6/- {30p} weekly and in 1958 it was10/3p{52p},it was a fascinating old house to go into, full of stuffed animals and birds in glass cases. When Mrs. Ludwell died in 1944 the cottages were sold at auction and Mr. Sid Churchill the local farmer bought both of them for I believe forty pounds each. In the summer the cottage was dark but wonderfully cool, and in the winter it was cold and damp because it had a stone flagged floor, in fact the back kitchen had big round well stones on the floor, maybe there was a well underneath.  All this time we lived under the constant threat of it being condemned because of it's condition but, with the onset of the war it survived.  The garden was full of flowers at the top end, while lower down father grew beans which were salted for the winter, and potatoes to be stored in the cupboard under the stairs. A big apple and plum tree gave us plenty of fruit in season and allowed us to give plenty away. As fears of a war grew, more and more people were employed at the air craft factories and every day, early morning and late afternoon, hoards of cyclists and motorcyclists swept through the village on their way to and from Filton and Patchway, they were known as ' the Mad Jacks' and you ventured across the road at your peril. The village was usually pretty quiet, but it was possible to quite plainly hear the shunters shouting their instructions in the very busy railway yard at Stoke Gifford, and the noise of trucks banging together as they were shunted was surprisingly loud.   On the line near the cattle creep bridge at Pye Corner was the distant signal for Stoke Gifford, and on foggy nights it was the practice for a 'fog man', sheltered there in a little hut, to put a detonator on the line as a warning to the engine crews to keep a lookout for the signals. The resulting bang echoed all around the village, and so one always knew when it was foggy!

	FRIENDS   AND   NEIGHBOURS

	The first house on the left at the top of the lane was occupied by Mr. & Mrs. Viles with sons Stafford, Gordon and a daughter Maisie, they were related to Viles the coal merchant that had an interest in the mine at Coalpit Heath. They left in the late thirties, this house was later occupied by Dr.Dutton who kept herself very much to herself.  In the next house were the Merricks, Lily , Edie and old Mr. Merrick who was a veteran of the Boer War.  Another married daughter Hilda, living at Frampton Cotterell had a son, Roger Adamson, and it was nice to have a friend to play with when he visited them.  Edie (or was it Lily?) married Pete Morson and he then also lived there. Pete had an Austin Ruby saloon car and it was his pride and joy, always cleaning it and polishing it, it never moved out of their yard during the war and when it was sold after the war it was still in show -room condition. Over the way was the Bracey family with a string of children, there was still a pig sty at the top of their garden which harboured a lot of rats, and my mother said that one day in their cottage she saw a rat pop up from it's hole and take one of the children's socks back down with it.  The lane between the houses there running down to the Old Gloucester Road was known as "The back lane" and was the usual way to go down to the Stream to visit friends there. 
	When Braceys left the Medlock family moved in, they were a north country family and there was Mr. and Mrs. M. with two daughters Shirley the eldest, and Phylis; two more children to play with.  Next door to us was Mr. Iago Horatio Pembry (known in the family as Pem) and his wife Dora, with their son Jim who was a little older than me.  Mr. Pembry had a good job with the Corporation Electricity dept, he was one of the few people to run a car, a little baby Austin Seven, and they were one of the few people with a telephone.  Mrs. Pembry spent hours making flowers from felt, and they were in demand for hat decoration. For a long time I was not allowed to play with Jim, something to do with my little welly boots being filled to the top with water!  Jim eventually went to Bristol Grammar School and as we got older I spent more time with him, one evening his parents took us to Blaise Castle in the car and Jim frightened some elderly ladies by telling them there were wild animals in the woods there.  On the way home I remember being fascinated by the big glass reflectors on the road signs lighting up in the car head lights.  On another occasion we were taken to see the circus at the Colston Hall and when the elephants made a mess and stunk the hall out, Jim explained that the smell would soon go as hot air rises.   He had the first electric train set I ever saw, a Hornby '0' gauge 'Schools' class.  They had an Uncle Jim who was in the merchant navy, and one day he came home to them bringing a small long tailed monkey with him, this monkey lived for many years in a cage in the kitchen, occasionally escaping and having great fun in the trees at the back.  Jim was also very interested in chemistry and on one occasion a large bottle of ammonia was knocked over in his bedroom-- immediate evacuation of the house!  Another time he had been to see a play in which there was a lightning storm, and on getting home that evening we went to his bedroom and he endeavored to reproduce same as they did in the theatre.  This involved creeping downstairs to the fusebox, removing the fuse and replacing it with a nail, and then a wire from the mains was attached to one side of an old file, and on the other to a carbon rod held in a piece of wood, this was dragged along the file giving a wonderful lightning display, resulting in Mr Pembry inquiring as to what Jim was doing to cause such bad interference on the wireless.  When one or the other of them was at the top of the garden they had a little whistling call to let them know they were wanted at the house, it was the Chaffinch's call ---"a little bit of bread and no cheese" and when I walk up the lane now I can't resist giving it to awaken the ghosts of times past, even Jim has been dead for some years now.  
	In the next house lived Miss Wren, a spinster who worked for one of the newspapers in town, she must have had a good job as she also ran a car, a small Standard 8.  She suited her name, being small and busy, like a little bird, (referred to as Jenny) she lived on her own and kept very much to herself, although in the early thirties she had a house keeper, Mrs. Hurlestone, who lived there for a while with her daughter Jane, about five years old,  they eventually went to live in Devon. In the last house in the rank lived the Miss Pearces, three very elderly spinsters who seemed to have lived there for ever, but they were very nice people. It was said that either they, or someone in their family had planted the oak tree which grows on the little three corner green, and whenever any of we children played around the tree they could be seen looking through their window to make sure no harm came to it. I don't know when they died or where they were buried, I think I was doing National Service at the time.  Eventually Mrs. Fop, a relation of the Counsells came to live there.  The next house is Evancoyd, where the Counsells came to live in the early thirties, Mr. 'Jimmy' Counsell was a very well known solicitor and with Mrs. Biddy Counsell had four sons, John, who went into the family law business; then twins --Paul became a judge on the Eastern circuit and David started a successful Estate Agency in Bristol. The last son, James, did a variety of things, running his own car sales firm, managing a flour factory, and running a small holding. James, a few years younger than me, was my particular friend and we got into quite a few scrapes together.  A favourite pastime was annoying the local Brownies that met at St. Elizabeth's; at that time Counsells owned the stables that are at the back of Sandy's and so we were able to sit up on the wall there and throw things like turnips and swedes at the little girls; we were so brave!   At Christmas time Mr. Counsell would get a big bag of sixpences from the bank and all the carol singers that called were given one, however James and I would get up in his bedroom which was over the front door and drop water bombs on the unsuspecting carollers below.  The Twins were always good fun to play with when they were home from boarding school and we had some good water bomb fights with them.   Another favourite  pastime was to get handfuls of gravel from the heaps at the side of the road and as the occasional car went by throw a little at it to hear it ting on the side. There was a live in maid, Molly, and to look after the big garden behind the house there was an old gardener, Tarling, who came a couple of days a week to keep it in order; Mr. Counsell had a thing about dandelions in his lawn and his evening recreation was to go out there and grub them out. In the middle of the lawn was a huge old medlar tree which I used to sit under while waiting for James, it was the only medlar tree I have ever seen, you have to wait until they are rotten before they can be eaten, but my mother would get a few every year.  After Mr. Counsell died Dick Sandy bought the house and so acquired the garden and stables for himself, and then sold the house on.  James went to Whiteshill school, but at the appropriate age he was sent to Lord Bath's boarding school at Warminster and I then only saw him in the school holidays.                                                         
	Sandys had the butchers shop and slaughter house, and a small farmyard at the rear of Jame’s  garden and it was accepted that we could play there when we wanted to.  In the cottages on the cross roads corner lived Old Mrs. Huish and her daughter Marjorie, who later became the local music teacher (and later surprised us all by becoming an unmarried mother), next door was another Huish family, May and her husband, while in the corner cottage were the Moors with their daughters Elsie and Eunice.  There were several families with children down the Stream and they were regular playfellows, George and Freddy Ricketts, Trevor Brunt, the Rawlins and the Andrews family, and Heather Turner at the bakery among them. With little road traffic there was plenty of space to play in the road against the end of Bayliss's house. The little stream at the 'back of the barn' was another favourite spot, the big, low, willow trees becoming ships or castles.  Another friend was Gerald Muller who lived in a cottage at the end of Willow Rank (opposite the White Horse) which was so wantonly destroyed a few years ago to improve Whiteshill, a scheme that has not so far taken place. With a garden alongside the river it was a lovely place to play.                                           	Another friend was Colin Lee, the son of the local policeman 'Copper Lee'. The police station was on the corner of the council houses opposite Pullin's shop, and Mr. Lee rode around the village on an upright bike like a big black vampire in his cape. Very little trouble in the village, but dad was fined 5/- for not halting on his bicycle at the halt sign at Dove’s Corner. A new police station was eventually built on the old Gloucester Road cross roads corner. Winterbourne was a 'no go area' to us, some of the families were very rough and you didn't go there unless you had to, but sometimes we would go to the Red Pool at Moorend. This was a deep old quarry, now filled in, where some of the braver ones learnt to swim, most of us were forbidden to go there because of it's depth and sheer walls.  A very well known local character known as Tarzan  (Bernard Skuse) could often be seen there diving off the highest point into the water about eighty feet below. He was a very well known person and was often spoken about on Radio Bristol. I started to get interested in wireless as it was then known and managed to get a crystal set, I think I found it in a shed at Mr Hoods. Bob Saunders at the bungalow in Sterden’s Lane helped me to get it working, and we became great friends. After the war ended most Saturdays we went to the old Arcade in Bristol and bought old army surplus radio equipment to play with. As their bungalow had no mains it all had to be battery powered, but what I learnt was very useful for me in later life and influenced my future. Sometimes I would go to play with John Churchill the farmer's son, he had a pigeon loft and a lot of rabbits, one day his dad took us to Chippenham market; not long after we got there everyone seemed to be in a big flap and we left to go home in a hurry, it turned out to be the crisis at the start of the war.

	SEPTEMBER 1939.

	With the onset of the war, life, and action, came to the village at last, the shop had been taken over by George Dixon, and the Post Office moved there as well; the telephone box being put on the verge opposite. On the front wall of our house was a wooden sign board  'HAMBROOK', this was taken down so invaders would not know where they were, as were also all the other signposts around. Blackouts for windows at night were hurriedly erected, there had never been any street lights so we were used to the dark, Mr Hood was now a special constable, and if there was chink of light showing after dark there really was a shout of ''put that light out ''.  Pembrys had a tall brick blast wall built outside their back door, but no one had shelters, it was considered safe in the country, in fact when the big raids started people came out from Bristol to shelter under the railway bridge at the cattle creep. Gas masks were issued, Mickey Mouse faced ones for the very young in the hope that they would wear them, a big rubber, celluloid faced bag with a pump on the side for babies, and ordinary ones for everyone else. We had to carry them to school every day in their cardboard box, and sometimes practice wearing them, good job never for real, because after a short time the 'window' would mist up and it was then impossible to see. By the time we had started school at Sodbury the masks were carried in tins about four inches diameter and a foot long, held on a cord they made an excellent weapon. The first air raids at Whiteshill school saw all the children being ushered down into the wood-work shop which was in the basement, and at Chipping Sodbury school we would just sit against the walls in the corridor. One day we had sat in the corridors for a long time while a raid was in progress and could hear nearby explosions, later on going home through Yate we discovered there had been a raid on the aircraft factory, several of the buildings were on fire, and there were several wrecked aircraft on the grass.
	Dick Sandy went into the army although being in a reserved occupation as a farmer, leaving his future wife Kath Hurley to run the show, and the butchery business was closed.  No one lived at the house, and so as there were quite a few cats living there my mother decided to feed them; every evening throughout the war I went round there with a pan of bread and oxo, or whatever we could spare for them, but they were so wild you could never get near them.  One day in the outhouse there amidst the rubbish on the floor I found a lot of very old Meccano, this expanded my set about five times, however as I had lost all but about two dozen of the nuts and bolts and couldn't get any more, I was still limited in the number of models I could make. Kath ran the little farm, milking the cows every day, if you stood near while she was doing so you suddenly found a jet of warm milk squirted over you.   The first soldiers arrived  to set up a temporary camp along the back of the barn at the rear of Bayliss's where the M32 crosses now, they brought a searchlight and set it up in the field.  Of course this was a big attraction and the village girls made a beeline there, I went down with my sister one night when they were practicing with their new toy, when the order came to 'dowse' as the beam faded they swung it round on to us and it was still very bright. Meanwhile a permanent camp of two nissen huts was being built in Dyer's field at the crossroads, on completion the searchlight was moved there, along with a machine gun and a sound locator.
	This sound locator comprised four large 'basins' on a movable frame with graduations for angle and elevation, the operator listened with head phones to approaching aircraft and gave the resulting bearings to the searchlight operators. When caught in the beam an enemy aircraft, like a silver moth, would fire down it which was pretty scary. The generator for the searchlight was in the field opposite Hood's lane so it's noise would not interfere with the sound locator. The new camp was soon occupied and a guard was mounted at the gate, however a convenient gap shortly appeared in the hedge opposite the back lane and the Crown started to do a good trade.  Of course the camp was a magnet to the girls of the village, my sister, then a quite attractive twenty year old was very popular there.  We boys were also quite welcome to roam around the camp at will, we were in there one day when an officer made an inspection, I was wearing a big cowboy sheath knife on my belt, the officer tapped it with his cane and said '' I see you are well prepared young man''. Air raids were plotted and the gun sites were told of their imminence as a series of stages, stage one was enemy approaching, stage two, getting close, and stage three a raid imminent. When we heard my sister's footsteps running up the lane we knew a raid was about to take place, she would stay at the camp until they told her it was stage three and her arrival home would coincide with the sirens, and soon after there would be the sound of anti aircraft fire. If it was a blitz on Bristol the noise was horrendous, very frightening for we youngsters, usually our family would go next door to Huish's and sit under their stairs with them and all be frightened together. If I was at Jim Pembry’s house I would stay there with them, under their stairs. I remember one night after a really big blitz going back home under a brilliant orange and red sky literally bright enough to read a newspaper, next day ash was falling from the sky like a snow storm. The morning after a big raid my friends and I would walk around the village collecting shrapnell, some of the pieces were really big, sometimes the whole nose cone of a shell, later in the war the fields were strewn with the long lengths of tin foil that was dropped to fool the radar. A lot of the shrapnell came from the big guns on Purdown, although known as Purdown Percy there were in fact several of them, the emplacements are still there plain to see. There were also a couple of small mobile guns and they would sometimes stop in the lane at the side of the house, fire a few rounds and move on.  Mr Medlock at the top of the lane was a sort of warden and one night during a big raid there was a lot of noise outside and on going outside he shouted ''go in, there is a bomb by your door'', it transpired that it was an unexploded shell that had landed right alongside him! Several bombs landed in the village, the small bungalow on the main road near Pullin’s shop had its roof blown off, and on 30 July 1940 two bombs landed in the river at Moorend causing a lot of damage to Middle's house. It was always a tradition after that there was an unexploded bomb still in the river, maybe even now. A big bomb made a huge crater in the field at the back of Dyer's farm just about where the M32 crosses now, the crater soon filled with water and became a wonderful place to play, catching tadpoles and newts. Another large bomb landed in the corner of the field right opposite Turner's bakery and did not explode, this brought chaos with it, I was evacuated to my aunt's at Staplehill for a week or so. The buses were diverted round the narrow Old Gloucester Road until the bomb disposal unit had dealt with it, as it had buried itself very deeply, this took some time and with even more soldiers in the village the Crown did an even better trade. The sergeant in charge was a certain Tommy Nesbitt, he had a trick of putting a penny (old type) on the floor and hitting it with a pint beer mug such that it bent right up without breaking the glass. Eventually the bomb was defused and taken to the quarry at Moorend to be exploded.
	Of course my sister being on good terms with the disposal squad we aquired one of the tail fins of the bomb, unfortunately left behind when we moved out, but I was also given the fuse extractor which I have passed to the local museum. One day on September 25th 1940 my mother and I were standing in the back garden looking up at a mass of aircraft heading towards Filton, there had been no warning and so we thought they were British heading to the aerodrome, I had counted up to about ninety when suddenly all hell was let loose.  It was the big raid on the aircraft works in which quite a few people were killed, two days later the raid was repeated, but this time the raiders were beaten off.  Thinking back I wonder why I was home in the week but quite often then we were given time off to help with harvesting; once I spent a week at Mr Hood's market garden weeding an onion bed, unfortunately it is difficult to tell onion seedlings from grass seedlings so I don't think he had a very good crop that year.  One of the aircraft that was shot down was exhibited at Staplehill Park as part of the drive for savings and salvage, aluminium pots and pans particularly welcome. Also as part of the salvage drive most people lost their iron railings, including the tall ones around Whiteshill School play ground, the stumps of them can still be seen in the walls today. One day the barrage balloon site at Stoke Gifford accidentally let their balloon go, it drifted low over Whiteshill School, it's fins drooping like elephants ears. Coming home from school at Sodbury one day after a severe air raid on Parnall's air craft factory, (during which we had sat in the corridor) we saw numerous crashed aircraft on the air field there, and the factory still smoking.  Very few fire bombs fell far out from town but of course Jim Pembry aquired one, and we discovered how they worked. Sometimes on the common there was a demonstration of how to deal with them, because being mostly magnesium, the more water that was put on them the better they burnt!  At about this time many people were directed away to war work, my sister who was at that time working at Wathen and Gardiners at Staplehill was sent to Rugby. There, after a minimum of training at British Thompson Houston she was employed winding electrical coils, but having always suffered from severe nose bleeding which persistently caused a problem she was sent back to Bristol, she then had a job in the drawing stores at the air craft works at Filton. My particular friend was Trevor Brunt, he lived in a little cottage, long since demolished, at the Stream, reached over  a little bridge; with his mother,  father, elder sister, brother, and a parrot. The parrot was so good at mimicking his mother calling him that we often went in unnecessarily; later Trevor also had a tame magpie that followed him everywhere. His father Bert was a very interesting person, always making little gadgets to amuse us, one of these was a wheel cut from thick card with fan like louvres on alternate sides, when bowled along with the wind behind it, it would go long distances, and with very little traffic in those days it was safe to play with it on the roads. Along the Stream was probably one of the last places that 'Catty' was played, a piece of wood was carved to a cigar shape, placed on the ground and one end hit with a stick, whilst in the air it was given a good whack, the idea then to run round the bases and get back to 'home' before it's return -- a bit like rounders.    Mr Wood at the Grange had a housekeeper, a Mrs Mersin.  She was married to a Dutchman who was still in occupied Holland, and her son Michael, although a lot younger than us was a good friend. We took Michael mush-rooming one time in the autumn along the back of the barn, old Mr Dyer chased us and catching Michael, threw his 'mussooms' as he called them into the stream, his legs were too short to run very fast! With Molly Andrews and several others we spent quite a lot of time with Michael at the Grange, Fred Wood being quite amiable then.
	Food was rationed and I don’t know how mother fed the family as rations were so small, a coupon handed over from a ration book for all food items. Sweets were also rationed and very few of them, so when the American soldiers arrived we found them generous giving us so many. There were also few toys so there were not many gifts at Christmas time, I remember seeing in a shop in town (at the upper Arcade which was right opposite the still existing one) a toy movie projector that I desperately wanted.
	Father took me down one morning on the bus only to find when we got there that the whole arcade had been blitzed the night before, just huge piles of rubble, hosepipes and water every where. One day in town with mother the sirens sounded and guns started firing, we rushed into a church and sat there surrounded by Christmas decorations until the all clear sounded, just a few nights later that church was destroyed. The ruins still stand.  Within a couple of weeks of the war ending Mrs Mersin and Michael went back to Holland, her husband having survived the occupation.  One evening when we were in the house we quite plainly heard footsteps walking upstairs although we knew there was no one up there, the Grange was reputed to be haunted and there is a secret passage there leading away somewhere.  In later years Fred Wood had a dog boarding kennels, and the noise of grieving dogs was very annoying.  Old Mrs Chitty lived in the little old entrance lodge opposite and I am afraid we were not very nice to the poor old dear, on some dark nights we would attach a button on a dark thread to her window frame so that the wind would keep making it tap against the window.  The high wall alongside the stream was covered in dense ivy and as it was getting dark sometimes we would hide in between the ivy and the wall and make weird noises to scare people walking along the road. There was once a small wooden village hall down at Moorend at the bottom of Mill Hill where there is now a modern bungalow, and about once a week a mobile cinema visited us there and gave us the delights of 'Abbott and Costello' and 'Old Mother Riley'; for I think 6d, that kept us out of mischief on one night a week.  We were now old enough to walk on Saturdays to the Regal at Staplehill for the matinee, usually going down to the Step-ground (by Marigold Court) over the market garden path, and then walking along the very narrow Bromley Heath road to Staplehill or sometimes to Fishponds.  A small section of the old road still exists opposite the path to Marigold Court.  Occasionally we would go via Frenchay, once opposite the entrance to Vassalls some very rough Frenchay kids stopped us and demanded our money, we denied having any and they let us go but we didn't go that way again for a long time, Frenchay wasn't so upmarket then! 
	Spring of 1942 and the American Forces moved into Frenchay Hospital and really had the village buzzing, they soon found that the Black Horse was the best place for entertainment and every evening there was a constant stream of them heading that way. The main reason being Peggy Peters from the garage, who was a brilliant pianist and entertainer. Afterwards, not being used to strong English beer and cider, there was a long stream of them staggering back to camp.   They were very generous to the local children and the request ''got any gum chum'' was always responded to with some gum and chocolate bars --Baby Ruth was one brand. Outside the house at that time was quite a wide grass verge, a favourite summer evening pastime was to sit there and ''watch the people go by'' --- no television in those days.  Of course the girls soon got to know many of the soldiers, and also when they arrived, some of the Italian prisoners from the camp at Conifers, (at the top of Filton Road) who not being very enthusiastic about the war were allowed to freely move around the village. Later when some German prisoners arrived they were allowed to work on the land, one, Alfred worked for Mr Hood and stayed on after the war, another Alec Eisenstrage played football for Bristol City.  Mrs Medlock gained a certain reputation and was very popular with the soldiers, and I was warned not to handle certain items which kept accumulating in our back gateway. Meanwhile we saw our first ever black people, and Frenchay Common saw it's first ever games of American football and baseball. One bare-footed coloured soldier could kick an American football higher than the church tower. Sometimes the fire engine from the hospital would go to the river just behind the Black Horse to have a practice squirting session. As the war went on so the likelihood of an invasion of Europe became more imminent and the 117th General Hospital group took over at Frenchay in August 1944, they were more geared up to cope with severely injured causalities, and from 'D Day' onwards they started to arrive.  Long ambulance trains halted at Winterbourne station and never ending                                                                convoys of military vehicles, any that could be pressed into duty ran a shuttle service between there and the hospital. Many of the soldiers were badly injured and could be seen being given transfusions on their journey. By now naturally my sister had an American boy friend and he would arrange to be on point duty on the road junction at the Crown. Normally his duties at the hospital were maintenance of the property, and on a recent visit (1994) he was surprised to find that many of the buildings he worked on still survive.  He never forgot that one evening on his way back into the camp he was caught by the village Bobby climbing over the wall and was made to go all the way round to the gate.  On another occasion in the pitch darkness at night he was followed along the road by something shuffling along and breathing heavily, the faster he went the faster it followed, it turned out to be a cow that was also lost.
With the obvious end of the war in sight, my sister and Ray decided to get married, and so with the permission of his officer Lt. Sabo, so they were, at St Joseph's in Fishponds in May 1945.  The reception for the first peacetime wedding in the village was held at Frenchay Village Hall, and in spite of the prevailing conditions of rationing, with the help of American forces PX supplies, quite a good time was had.  Transport was a problem but thanks to Mr Hood's horse and cart, everything reached the hall on time; it didn't do the jellies a lot of good though! Of course there were the usual bonfires to celebrate V.E. day and ours consisting mostly of garden rubbish and an effigy of Hitler was right by St. Elizabeth’s, just about in the middle of todays road there. We had ridden our bicycles (in my case my sister's) around all the shops within a reasonable distance to try and get fireworks but of course there were none. A few home made ones just resulted in a dripping mass of red hot goo and so for us the fun appeared to be over. 
	In July 1945 the 117th left Frenchay, and in August the last Americans left the hospital to return home, plenty of their surplus stores were distributed around the village, in fact I am still using the remains of a big box of nails I acquired then! The camp fire engine delivered several loads of wood, and a good radio to our house, and many of the villagers acquired surplus stock.  Several girls married Americans, Gwenny Ettles, Maisie Vile, Grace Rodman, Ginny Adams, and a young Shirley Medlock.  In March '46 these G.I. Brides left on their journey to the United States, but some of these marriages were not successful, and some of the girls came home again.  My sister has remained there ever since, living first in Massachusetts and then Florida. Not long after big changes started to come, one of the army huts became Marjorie Huish’s music school, Sturden’s Lane became a main road, farms and cottages were demolished to be replaced by motorways and ring roads, and it was a village no more.  A lot of the people mentioned now lie sleeping in Frenchay churchyard, just as well that they don't know what has happened to their village.  No more do cuckoos call over the few green fields that are left, few now are the skylarks that occasionally trill in the summer skies, the swallows still come to the school and swoop low over Whiteshill common on summer evenings, but no more is heard the hoot of owls on still and frosty winter nights.                                                                        

                                                     Ted Ford   
                                                               February 1996.


Postcript, in May 1959 I left the village, having married Pamela, who had nursed me at Frenchay Hospital, her ashes now lie in Frenchay churchyard.


